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The transverse field profile of light has been recognized as a
resource for classical and quantum communications for
which reliable methods of sorting or demultiplexing spatial
optical modes are required. Here we experimentally demon-
strate state-of-the-art mode demultiplexing of Laguerre–
Gaussian beams according to both their orbital angular
momentum and radial topological numbers using a flow of
two concatenated deep neural networks. The first network
serves as a transfer function from experimentally generated
to ideal numerically generated data, while using a unique
“histogram weighted loss” function that solves the problem
of images with limited significant information. The second
network acts as a spatial-modes classifier. Our method uses
only the intensity profile of modes or their superposition,
making the phase information redundant. © 2019 Optical
Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.44.003629

The possibility of employing the spatial degree of photons for
communications is gaining interest in recent years due to its
unbounded dimensionality [1–4]. A natural basis to span the
transverse profile of photons is composed of Laguerre–Gaussian
(LG) modes which are characterized with two topological num-
bers: l ∈ Z, the orbital index, describing the orbital angular
momentum (OAM) in units of ℏ per photon in the beam
and p ∈ Z�, which is the radial index or radial quantum num-
ber. For utilizing LG modes for communications it is essential
to be able to perform mode sorting, or demultiplexing on the
incoming physical data flow. Essentially, there are two ap-
proaches to demultiplexing. The first approach uses (usually
complicated) optical setups in which the l and p degrees of free-
dom are coupled to other degrees of freedom such as the angle
of propagation and polarization. Most such methods address
either the OAM [5–8] or the radial index [9,10] degrees of free-
dom, while a recent measuring method handles both degrees
[11]. The second approach, which emerged recently, suggests
using just a camera to detect the intensity of the incoming light
beam and to utilize a deep neural network (DNN) to classify
the beam. We note that such works serve as an example of a

more general trend in which deep learning methods are incor-
porated into optics [12–18]. To date, demonstrated DNN-
based demultiplexers addressed solely the OAM degree of light.

Here we present, experimentally, a DNN-based mode sorter
for both topological numbers of LGmodes, able to classify both
the OAM and radial index. Our solution uses two concatenated
DNNs. One network is used for mode classification, and it is
trained on numerically generated “ideal” images of LG modes
and two-mode superpositions. The other network is a calibra-
tion network which converts experimentally detected images
that suffer from optical aberrations and noise to ideal numerical
images, which are then fed to the classifying network.

LG modes are solutions of the paraxial wave equation in
cylindrical coordinates. They are given with [9]:
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where l and p are the orbital and radial indices, respectively,
Ljl jp are the Laguerre polynomials, wz � w0
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the beam waist with w0 being the waist at z � 0, zR �
�πw2

0�∕λ is the Rayleigh range, Rz � z�1� �zR∕z�2� is the
radius of curvature, λ is the wavelength, k � 2π∕λ is the wave
number, and φg � arctan�z∕zR� is the Gouy phase.

This work uses both numerically and experimentally gener-
ated LG modes and their superpositions. Experimentally gen-
erated data were acquired in a setup consisting of a 532 nm CW
laser (Quantum Ventus 532 Solo Laser) which is expanded and
collimated before reflecting off a phase-only spatial light modu-
lator (Holoeye Pluto SLM). The phase masks loaded onto
the SLM were encoded by extracting the phase of our numeri-
cally generated suprimposed modes and then adding a blazed
grating to it. The resulting image in the first order of diffraction
of the grating is Fourier transformed using a 50 cm focal lens
and imaged by a camera (DataRay WinCamD-LCM4).
The experimentally generated data are different than the
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numerically generated data of ideal modes and their superpo-
sitions due to inherent aberrations and noise in the optical
system.

Different datasets, each with a different number of super-
imposed modes, were created. We mark the datasets with
DBtype

N , where N � 1, 2, 3, is the number of superimposed
modes and type ∈ fnum, expg stands for numerically or exper-
imentally generated dataset. Each member of the datasets was
realized according to 1ffiffiffi

N
p

PN
n�1 LGl n, pn , where l n and pn are the

orbital and radial indices that are being used in a particular
superposition. All images are set to be of the size 224 ×
224 pixels with 256 values per pixel in the range of [−1, 1]
while, for the experimental datasets, the average pixel value (be-
tween all images) was set to 0, and the variance was set to 1.
(We note that experimentally acquired images are first obtained
at a size of 500 × 500 with pixel values in the range of [0,255].)
Initially, each of the datasets DBnum

N ,N � 1, 2, 3 contains 36N

members (as the range of the p and l topological numbers we
apply is 0–5 each), while DBnum

2 contains DBnum
1 , and DBnum

3

contains both DBnum
2 and DBnum

1 . For training a DNN, very
large datasets are required. For this reason, the datasets are “aug-
mented” with new members generated from the old ones.
Specifically, forDBnum

1 andDBnum
2 , we augment the basic train-

ing dataset of images by adding 70 image variations per image
in the basic set through beam rotations (rotation angles were
uniformly distributed over �0, 2π� with 1 deg≃17 mrad reso-
lution), beam shifts (uniformly distributed over [0,16] pixel
shifts in both x and y coordinates), and the addition of
Gaussian noise with mean μ � 0 and variance σ2 � 0.2.
This amounts to overall ∼2,000 and ∼90,000 samples for
DBnum

1 and DBnum
2 , respectively. In DB3, the number of aug-

mentations per unique combination was 2, leading to a total
dataset size of ∼90,000. Similarly, DBexp

1 and DBexp
2 were gen-

erated and numerically augmented 100 fold by applying similar
rotations and random noise (with no beam shifts).

Our solution to the beam profiler network (BPNet) consists
of two concatenated networks, trained separately: a calibration
network and a classifier network. Both networks were created
using keras API [19].

The calibration network, based on U-Net’s architecture
[20], converts LG beam images taken in the lab (both sin-
gle-mode and superpositions) into ideal images of the same
LG beams without changing the overall size of the image.
The output of the network for each image, which is also the
label during training, is an image of the same LG mode (or
superposition of the LG modes), albeit an ideal one, created
using a simulation.

Since large parts of each image in the dataset are dark, a
simple Mean-Square-Error (MSE) or Mean-Absolute-Error
(MAE) loss functions cannot allow the calibration network
to converge properly; as with such loss functions, the network
converges to a poor local minimum, predicting only dark im-
ages. To solve this convergence issue, we introduce here a new
type of loss function, called “Histogram Weighted Loss”
(HWL). This loss gives higher significance to pixel values that
are less common in the image, since they are the ones carrying
important information in sparse images. To implement this
cost function we first calculate the histogram of each image
and modify the calculation of the regular MAE loss during
training, by multiplying the loss of each pixel by 1 minus

the pixel probability in the image (which is determined by
the histogram). In this case, a wrong prediction of a less
common pixel will have a higher cost. The HWL is given
by the following equation:

HWL � 1

N ×M

XM
j�1

XN
i�1

�1 − probi,j�γjyi,j − ypi,jj, (2)

where N is the number of pixels in an image,M is the number
of images in a given batch, yi,j is the value of pixel i in the jth
(target) image in the batch, ypi,j is the prediction for the value of
the same pixel generated by the network, probi,j is the prob-
ability for the said pixel value in the target image (extracted
from the histogram), and γ � 4 is a hyper-parameter which
we found by trial and error to produce the best results.
HWL is somewhat related to the concept of focal loss [21]
in which whole images are given different significance for a spe-
cific loss calculation.

The classifier network classifies images fed by the calibration
network according to the values of the index numbers of the
modes composing the images. The classifier network is trained
using simulated images of LG beams (both single-mode and
superpositions). This network is based on Mobilenet V2’s
architecture [22], where the last fully connected layer outputs
36 labels (�p, l� � �0, 0�, �1, 0�,…�5, 5�). We refer to the set
of these 36 labels as the “modes vector.” Each label output is set
in the range [0,1], indicating the probability for successful
detection of a specific mode. We decide on a mode being de-
tected if the appropriate value in the modes vector is higher
than 0.5. The input to this network is a numerically calculated
image of an LG beam, or a superposition of such beams, and its
output is a labeling of the different modes it contains.

The classifier network was first tested in a stand-alone con-
figuration, by being fed directly by numerically generated and
augmented datasets DBnum

N ,N � 1, 2, 3. We split our three
datasets into training (85%) and validation (15%) sets. The
validation scored a perfect 100% success rate in all three cases.
This shows that the network architecture we used was adapted
effectively enough so as to learn even small datasets (DB1) and
datasets without a lot of repetition in the samples (DB3). It is
notable that when noisy, but otherwise undistorted, images are
supplied to the classifier network, it exhibits very high perfor-
mance. However, when testing the classifier network on exper-
imental data that were measured in the lab, the inherent
aberrations (in any optical system) degrade the performance
considerably (see, e.g., Ref. [7]). At this point, we can choose
between two strategies. One option is training the classifier net-
work on experimental data (a strategy that was adapted for
example in Ref. [6]) which has two problems—the perfor-
mance would rely on the amount of distortions (aberrations)
in the optical system, and the solution is applicable to a specific
optical setup. The second strategy that we chose is using a cal-
ibration network which lets us use a high-performance classifier
network that, in principle, could work with any setup-specific
calibration network. The performance of the whole system thus
becomes dependent mostly on the quality of the calibration
network whose performance depends, in turn, on the quality
of the optical system. If the quality of the optical setup is high
enough, the classifier network can be used as a stand-alone.

The next stage was training the calibration network and
then testing the whole BPNet (calibration+classifier). For this
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purpose, we dividedDBexp
1 andDBexp

2 into a training set (72%),
a validation set (18%), and to a test set (10%). The whole net-
work was tested in several different training configurations as
described in Table 1. The main conclusion from these results is
that we were able to get state-of-the-art real-world single-mode
detection and two-mode superposition demultiplexing. It is
noteworthy that the single-mode training yields perfect perfor-
mance although the dataset for training was relatively small.
The relatively low performance for demultiplexing two-modes
superpositions when the classifier network was trained with
three-modes superpositions is attributed to the small level of
augmentation in DBnum

3 .
A few examples of successful demultiplexing-detection by

the BPNet for two-modes superpositions are shown in
Fig. 1. In this figure, we show the phase masks that were
applied to the SLM in the experimental setup, the input to
the network which is the image captured by the camera, the
prediction of the calibration network which is fed to the

classification network, the ground truth for that network, as
well as the error which is the absolute difference between
the ground truth and the prediction. Cases (a)–(c) show a neg-
ligible error. An interesting case is shown in Fig. 1(d) in which
the calibration network added an artifact to the prediction, but
the resulting classification was still correct. This shows that the
classifier network has some degree of robustness to artifacts
introduced by the calibration network.

Examples of some unsuccessful results are shown in Fig. 2.
In these cases, it is clear that the images captured (using an
automated procedure) by the camera are distorted and clouded.
Even though the results were misclassified for these cases, we
can appreciate that the calibration network locked on to some
features in the input images. Explicitly, we can observe that in
all images [except Fig. 2(a)], even though the ground truth and
the captured image look similar, some additional artifacts were
introduced to the image and, thus, the input was misclassified.
In Fig. 2(a), the classification network adds another mode to
the label of the image, due to a deformation in the outer ring. In
Fig. 2(b), the calibration network converts the input image into
a completely different superposition of modes. In Fig. 2(c), a
spurious ring appears again, but this time, instead of adding
another mode, it simply increases the OAM index for the first
mode and the radial index for the second mode. In Fig. 2(d),
the input looks similar to the ground truth image, but the
calibration network (probably due to added noise) predicts
an image with a closed inner ring, therefore leading to the omis-
sion of one of the superimposed modes. Still, it is noteworthy
that, in two of the cases, the predicted images were almost
identical to the ground truth images.

Table 1. Results for Different Training Configurationsa

Test-Set
Calibration
network DB

Classification
network DB Results

Single-Mode DBexp
1 DBnum

1 100%
Single-Mode DBexp

1 DBnum
2 96.39%

Single-Mode DBexp
1 DBnum

3 86.39%
2-Mode
Superposition

DBexp
2 DBnum

2 91.30%

2-Mode
Superposition

DBexp
2 DBnum

3 63.45%

a“DB” stands for the training set being used as detailed in the text. Note that
the modes range from (�p, l� � �0, 0�, �1, 0�,…�5, 5�).

Mask Input Prediction Ground Truth Error
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Successful classification of two-mode superpositions. Some
examples of successful calibration and classification of modes using
the whole BPNet flow. The “Mask” column shows phase masks that
were loaded onto the SLM.The “Input” column shows images captured
by the camera. The “Prediction” column shows the output of the cal-
ibration network, while the “Ground Truth” column shows the pro-
jected output for a perfect calibration. The “Error” column shows
the absolute difference between the predicted image and the ground
truth image. The superpositions ��p1, l 1�, �p2, l2�� demonstrated are
(a) ((4,0),(2,5)), (b) ((1,5),(0,0)), (c) ((5,1),(0,4)), and (d) ((0,4),(0,5)).

Mask Input Prediction Ground Truth Error
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. Unsuccessful calibration and classification of two-mode
superpositions. Some examples of unsuccessful calibration and classi-
fication of the whole BPNet flow. The “Mask” column shows phase
masks that where loaded into the SLM. The “Input” column shows
images captured by the camera. The “Prediction” column shows the
output of the calibration network, while the “Ground Truth” column
shows the projected output for a perfect calibration. The “Error” col-
umn shows the absolute difference between the predicted image and the
ground truth image. The superpositions demonstrated and the unsuc-
cessful predictions are (a) ��1, 2�, �2, 2�� → ��1, 2�, �2, 2�, �3, 2��,
(b) ��5,5�,�0,0��→ ��5,5�,�0,2��, (c) ��0,0�,�2,0��→ ��1,0�,�2,1��,
and (d) ��4, 5�, �2, 3�� → ��4, 5��.
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Finally, it can be suggested that the calibration network did
not actually learn to transform its input images to undistorted
images (undoing the optical aberrations in the experimental
setup), but that it simply learned a mapping between the input
and output images. To refute this argument we fed a few ran-
dom images to the calibration network (see Fig. 3), where we
observe that the output of the calibration network would not
simply map any image with some features to a multiplexed
mode, but instead it does learn some kind of a transfer function
(albeit, it might be restricted to work correctly with the LG
modes fed to the network).

To conclude, we have realized a novel method for spatial-
mode demultiplexing, relating to the two topological numbers
characterizing LG modes using a flow of two concatenated
DDNs: a calibration network (transferring from experimentally
acquired images in the lab to “ideal” images) and a classifier
network. We have shown that our classifier is able to demux
up to three superimposed spatial modes with perfect accuracy,
while we demonstrated that the whole flow exhibits state-of-
the-art performance for detecting two-mode superpositions ac-
quired in the lab. In this Letter, we demonstrated de-multiplex-
ing of two modes experimentally and three modes numerically.
In principle, it is possible to extend the number of modes
that can be de-multiplexed in order to be on par with recent
state-of-the-art figures (e.g., 12 modes as communicated in
Ref. [23]). An important ingredient in this Letter is the intro-
duction of the HWL which helps handle sparse images where
most pixels do not carry information. This loss function might
be relevant to other fields that encounter sparse images such as
medical imaging and astrophysics.
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